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The invention described herein may be manufactured 
and used by or for the Government for governmental pur 
poses, without payment to us of any royalty thereon. 

This invention relates to a thermometer and more partic 
ularly to an electrically operated thermometer employing a 
“Thermistor” which is a mixture of basic or metallic 
oxides exhibiting negative coefficients of temperature as 
the thermal sensing element. It is well known to devise 
temperature measuring devices employing resistance, 
thermostatic and thermocouple elements, as well as the 
more generally used instruments using mercury columns 
or other liquids which have uniform expansion charac 
teristics, The resistance, thermostatic and thermocouple 
devices are generally bulky, not uniformly accurate and 
not particularly suited to such uses as measuring and 
recording mammalian temperatures, both surface and in 
ternal, under varying biological conditions, for example, 
clinical temperatures on human beings. The liquid 
column type must not only be “shaken down” to an initial 
condition before use but require a much longer time to 
obtain a reading than the device of the instant invention. 
In the field of clinical thermometry in which the instant 
invention is particularly well suited no essential changes 
in the glass, mercury column type have occurred during 
the past eighty-six years. 
The glass-mercury column type is breakable and sub 

ject to three kinds of changes: (l) Progressive changes 
in glass with time and use; that is, glass undergoing 
processing goes through changes due to inherent strains, 
thereby causing dimensional changes; (2) temporary 
changes due to heating, and (3) a rise in reading due to 
annealing. All of the above, combined with thermometric 
lag, contribute to inaccuracies found in most mercury 
thermometers. Further, it takes three minutes for a glass 
mercury thermometer to reach maximum and iive to seven 
seconds for shake-down and its use becomes even more 
time consuming over extreme ranges of temperature, i. e. 
in tropical climates. Mercury thermometers wouid be 
destroyed in ambients over 120° F. and military trans 
portation at times far exceed a safe temperature. 

Thermometers using resistance and thermocouples have 
not been used successfully for clinical use due to certain 
apparent inconsistencies and reproducibility of thermo 
couples. Resistance thermometers lack sensitivity due to 
small change in resistance with increase in temperature. 
Both resistance and thermocouple types require bulky 
recording apparatus and some means to compensate each 
thermocouple to the instrument. Thermometric lag due 
to reference junction and unsatisfactory contact potential 
limits these types for clinical application. Using thermo 
couples, a reference junction is required, i. e., a junction 
in which the temperature is known precisely. In addi 
tion, a second thermocouple at the temperature of melting 
ice or exposed to ambient with a liquid thermometer 
adjacent to the junction is required to establish the refer 
ence temperature. 

In view of the diiiiculties inherent in the devices here 
tofore used, particularly regarding their adaptation for 
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clinical and general temperature measuring uses, it is the 
principal object of the present invention to provide a 
thermometer which is extremely sensitive, uniformly ac 
curate, permits rapid response, is time saving and rugged 
yet compact in construction and may be adapted to a vari 
ety of general temperature measurements such as clinical 
use, measuring and recording ambient temperatures, and 
temperatures of liquids and solids. 

It is a further object of the instant invention to pro 
vide a temperature measuring device, the accuracy and 
operation of which is not adversely affected by extreme 
ambient temperature variations as in the case of a mercury 
thermometer. 

It is a further object of the instant invention to pro 
vide a temperature measuring device which may be readily 
adapted for various ranges. 

lt is a further object of the present invention to provide 
a thermometer wherein a removable probe including a 
“Thermistor” may be accurately matched electrically to 
an associated indicator. 

Further objects and advantages of the present invention 
will become apparent as the description proceeds and the 
features of novelty will be pointed out in particularity 
in the appended claims. 
The invention will be understood more readily from 

reference to the accompanying drawings, in which: 
Fig. l is a View showing the assembied relation of the 

components of the thermometer; 
Fig. 2 is a sectional view of the probe and connector 

assembly; 
Fig. 3 is an enlarged sectional View of the end of 

the probe showing the arrangement of the sensing element; 
Fig. 4 is a schematic diagram of the electrical circuit 

in which the probe is shown as one arm of a Christie 
bridge; 

Fig. 5 shows a modified form partly in section combin 
ing the probe and indicating instrument; . 

Fig. 6 is an enlarged partial sectional view of a modified 
form of connector assembly for connecting the probe to 
the indicating instrument; 

Fig. 7 is another View showing the modified probe of 
Fig, 6 separated from the cooperating cable connector; 

Fig. 8 is a perspective view of a further modification 
of the recording portion of the device including an eX 
ternal probe matching resistor; 

Fig. 9 is a partial longitudinal sectional view of the 
modified form of Fig. 8; 

Fig. l0 is a View in elevation of the face of the meter 
in the modified form of Fig. 8; 

Fig. ll is a cross-sectional View taken on the line 
11--11 of Fig. 9; 

Fig. l2 is a view of the end cap portion of the form of 
Fig. 8 modified to include an internal probe matching 
resistor; 

Fig. 13 is a partial sectional view of the end cap portion 
of the modified form of Fig. l2; and 

Fig. 14 is a cross-sectional view taken on the line 
14-14 of Fig. 13. 

Referring first to Fig. l, there is shown one embodiment 
of the invention in which the probe shown generally by 1, 
one end of which contains the sensing element 2, is con 
nected by means of a coaxial type connector 3 through 
cable 4 to an indicating instrument shown generally at 
5 having a pointer 12 and dial plate 10 which is housed 
in a suitable casing 6 made of “Kel-F,” a thermal setting 
plastic of high and low polymers of trifluorochloroeth 
ylene compound which is insulating both thermally and 
electrically. Mounted on the casing 6 is a switch button 
7 for connecting the meter in circuit when the device is 
in use. A loop 8 is also provided on the case 6 to facilitate 
carrying or attaching the instrument to the person by 
means of a strap or other means, not shown, which will 
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 conveniently‘free 'the user’s hands for other purposes. 
Cable“4'p‘asses' through' aI ñexible‘ insulatin‘gfstrain‘relief@ 
and is connected to terminals in the indicating instru 
ment .5 in any suitable manner. Housed within the 
casing 16 are “the ‘components :shown schematicallyfin 
rFig. `4 with'the exception "of‘t-he’próbe, which`to'gether 
with ‘fthe connecting cable ‘4, 'constitutes `an"arm"o'f`the 
normally 'balanced L'bridge circuit. ~JThe "bridge ‘circuit 
which operates Von the'Christie ‘princ'iple,'inc’ludes the 
resistors lRigRaflRs and 'the sensing element to‘ge‘thenwith 

' its connecting >cable '4 >is shown ’collectivelyasRn and 
constitutes-an arm of the bridge circuit which‘is 'connected 
inthe conventional manner. The “Therrni‘stor” constitut 
ing _the principal-part óf the ’ar‘m‘R4,.is"a ‘commercially 
availablelpro'duct in the'formof a small ̀ disc"of^ 0.042' in. 
diameter composed of oxides’óf’manganese,"nickelan‘d 
cobalt fused to two platinum wires which is’aidjuste‘d'for 
use in the device to electrical tolerances accurate to‘within 
0.01 per cent. v 

-The accuracy of all components ofthe instrument‘is 
plus-.or 'minus '0.‘5 degree while fthe calibrated dial is 
limited ïto the 'divisions as 'indicated 'and 'the "parallax 
involved in reading the meter. 

-The ‘ÍThermistor” is a temperature Vsensitive 'resistor 
having a negative temperature coefficient of -'3.9"p’e'r' cent 
per ‘degree C. at 25" ̀ C. and/a resistance of`5}800"oh`ms 
at 0°C., 2000 ohms at 25° C. and.8'00.ohms"at"50° C. 
In the device of the instant invention'the"“'l"hermistor” 
is mounted in one end ofthe "probe A1 in 'the’manner 
shown by Fig. 3 and described >more“fullyhereinafter. 
While ‘the ‘above Vel`ec`,trical Ycharacteristics have ibeen 
described, it is to be understood'that ‘f'ïher’mi'storsmwith 
different negative coetiicients of temperature‘rnayfbe'used 
in conjunction with >the bridge circuit and indicating 
‘instrument 5to adapt 'the idevice to’va'rio'us temperature 
ranges 'requiring the substitution of 'resistors of appropriate 
value for R1, Rz and matching'r'esistor zR3 .and .a dial 
plate 10 carrying the desired ’range ‘of temperatures. 
Two paths areprovided for the current, one throughïthe 
ratio'arms 'R1 arfd‘Rz, the other îthroug'h the 'resistance 
R4, .constituting tliewïhermistor” and its .connecting 'cable 
23, and resistance R3. The resistance >Rs'has la value 
equal to the resistance of 'R4 at 60° F. Íor'20'00 ohms. 
.While the resistance R3 has been'shownasa'iíixedresistor 
equal in value 'to 'the combined resistance of the 
‘Thermistor” andiits connecting cable 4, it is toî'be under 
stood that'a variable resistormay‘be ’usedto accomplish 
the adjustment necessary whenlsubstituting'a probe having 
a diliïerent resistance value’wh’en it is v’de'sire'dto'change 
the V'range of the instrument and maintain a balanced " 
bridge conditionuponsuch substitution. YThe-ratio arms 
of ’thei’bridge ’circuit are of a value to obtain maximum 
sensitivity without introducing objectionahlepower dissi 
pation'i'n the sensing element or drawing excessive current 
from the power source. The resistors used'in'thebridge 
circuit >are the 'commercially available Aprecision ‘wire 
Woundtype, whose’resistance remains electrically stable 
over a range of approximately -50°«C. to 105°«C. The 
extremely' low 'temperature coefficient of resistance í(plus 
or minus 0.00002) per degree C., make'these resistors 
particularly adaptable as resistance’standardsin a 'direct 
current instrument that is used .in varying ambient 
environments. 
The meter "11, which is'connected' between the junctions 

of‘RijRz. and Raitt, is a micrc-am'meter of thefD’Arson 
val‘typ’e which is ‘designed forconstantcurrent accuracies 
'over a wide'range Vof.ambient‘temperatures and reads 
‘substantially ‘linear for temperatures within the _range 
desired. The dial plate lil is marked in degree~divisions 
or other convenientl indicia depending on therange desired. 
The dial plate lû may.bc.printe`d or coated with-allumi 
nousl material , or the instrument -may .have #an ¿internally 
mounted light source in a manner >well known inthe 
artto illuminate ~the Adialan'dgpermit.viewing in> darkness. 
Batterieslê are connected-.between the ïpositivejunction 
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of R1, R4 and negative junction R2, R3. A switch 14 
Íactuated' by' switch ' 'button 7 "controls ' the ‘ voltage "applied 
to the bridge circuit. When voltage is applied to the 
bridge circuit by closing the switch 14, with the probe 
connected as shown in Fig. l, and R1 equals R2 and R3 
equals R4 at 60° F. no current ñows through the meter 11. 
As the temperature of R4 is'increased, the resistance of 
R4 decreases, unbalancing vthe‘b'ridge causing current to 
flow through the meter 11. With appropriate indicia 
"marked’on di'al‘plate '10, direct .reading'ofïtempe‘ra'ture 
in seven seconds 'maximum is possible >’dependent upon 
placement. -Whe'n the ~switch :li-‘4 is :opened ythe Vneedle 
or pointer l2 is inmediately returned to zero, thus 
instantly making the device available 'to take another 
reading. This operation permits‘greatfsaving in *time 
over the present method using mercurial thermometers 
thus permitting repeated readings with extreme accuracy, 
sensitivity and speed. When-using the-instrumentfas a 
clinical thermometer, the bridge is balanced-for a-fsensing 
element temperature of 98.6° F. and other ltemperatures 
are read as unbalance. vThe batteries -13 areY of ?a ‘type 
having a mercurous-oxide electrolyte, which always main 
tain an ’open-circuit voltage of '1.345 volts Vper cell »and 
which have no «appreciable voltage drop duringtheir'life 
cycle, 'thus eliminating -the necessity of a switching 
arrangement withpotcntiometer to 4stabilize the voltage 
applied to the 'bridge circuit, as would Vbe necessary if 
convential Zinc typel batteries' were used. ' 
Theprobe shown generally at V1, which‘together -fwith 

its connecting cable 4- forms one-arm of the normally 
balanced bridge cricuit, is shown >in detail inFig. »2. ~It 
is comprised principally of an .outer thermal vand electri 
calinsulating sleeve 15 having at one-end a -cavity v16 
which connects with a centralflongitudinal >passage --17 
terminating with an internally threadedportion ï1ï9. A 
metallic memberÍZt) which may be fabricated from «silver 
plated copper or brass, coin silver'or other electrical 
conducting material having highther-mal conductivity pro 
vides -a thermalrpathfrom the contacted surface vto the 
“Thermistor” element 22. The memberor thermal-sink 
20, as shown in greater detail'in Fig. 3, »consists 'of -a 
plano-convex portion 23 having -on'itsplano surface 24 
a cylindrical >portion 25~of smaller diameter lthan‘the 
plano-convexportion‘ZS and integral therewith. The cy 
lindrical portion 2S and.plano surface lZilîform-.a rwell 
'26 in whichthe “Ther-mister” 22 is mounted ïbysoft 
soldering-tothe plano surface .124 ina manner-to provide 
a uniform thermal insulating space 27 between the “Ther 
rnistor” 'and the internal wallsof thecylinder 25. vAf-por 
tion‘28 of Vthe cylinder farthest from the piano surface 
24 is of greater thicknessthanthe remainder» of -the Vcyl 
inder wall'and isprovided with external threads -29efor 
engagement with the vinternal lthreads `i9 of the "sleeve 
15. When the thermal sink 20 is fully'screwed ydownto 
its linal position .in the end -ofthe sleeve t15‘a thermal 
insulatingspace 30 isjformed between'the-sle'eve «15 and 
the cylinder wall by virtue ofthe difference in thickness 
of the »cylinder wall. .Thesplano-convexzportion «23 :of 
Vthe thermal sink rbeing-of vgreater -diameter than the 
cylindricalportion 25 forms a ~shoulderßl; which-closes 
the aperture 18 to' complete - the » thermal i insulating space 
_30. VAny suitable lsealing ‘material fmay Ebe `applied to 
the ¿shoulder-»31~oftthe thermal~sinkr20=to secure it’to 
the ̀ insulating sleeve »15but care must v,be exercised :so 
as:notftotiill the thermal'insulating vspace 30. A'con 
ductor 32 »is- connected *as by soldering or .other fsuitable 
means'fto the-end ofthe “Thermistor” oppositefthe send 
in contact with the Aplano surface -24an’dfa`2s’econd lcon 
ductor 33 is fastened in 'a suitabletmann'e‘rlto the îcylin 
dri'cal :portion =25 Iof the :thermal ¿sink »20. `l'Conductors 
32 :and 331are carried in ftheîlongitudinal 'passage I7. 
Th'eifemaletportion of ¿the 'connectoriconsists óf an~^outer 
conducting cylindrical portion 3S having'ar'rang'edt'the‘re 
with Sinternally fa concentric conducting Arn'tîe'rnbe'r V«315, ‘"one 
end _of which has Aa =recessed portion ¿37. Eonduétïng 
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member 36 is insulated from the outer conducting por 
tion 35 by a tubular member 38 of electrical insulating 
material. The outer conducting portion 35 is provided 
with external threads 39 for a portion of its length for 
engagement with the male portion of the connector. An 
external shoulder 41 is formed midway of the portion 35 
and the remaining portion 42 of this latter member is 
of smaller diameter than the shoulder 41 and adapted 
to be received in the cavity 16 closing the passage 17. 
Conductor 32 is connected to member 36 and conductor 
33 is connected in a suitable manner to the portion 35. 
The male portion of the connector comprises an outer 
conducting member or ferrule 43 having internal threads 
44 for engagement with external threads 39 on the con 
ducting portion 35. The conducting member 43 is free 
to rotate about an inner conducting member 45 having a 
central longitudinal passage 46 with a cylindrical cavity 
47 adjacent one end to receive the cable 4. The outer 
surface of the member 45 is provided with a shoulder 
48 and a ring 49 partially recessed in the member 45 
to limit the travel of the ferrule or conducting member 
43. An electrical insulating member 50 having a longi 
tudinal passage S1 is arranged in the passage 46. A con 
ducting tapered pin S2 is securely fastened in the passage 
51 and protrudes beyond the end of the conducting mem 
ber 4S opposite the cavity 47. Conductors 53 and 54 
arranged in insulating relation in cable 4 are connected 
respectively to pin 52 and conducting member 45 in any 
suitable manner. Electrical connection of the probe 1 
and indicating instrument 5 is accomplished by screwing 
the conducting member 45 onto the threaded end of the 
conducting member 35 which forces the pin 52 into the 
recess 37 and causes the members 3S and 45 to contact. 

Figs. 6 and 7 illustrate a modified form of coaxial 
connector. The principal difference over the form shown 
in Fig. 2 is the reversal of the male and female parts 
of the connector and elimination of the threaded parts 
as illustrated in Figs. 6 and 7, permitting quicker con 
nection of the probe to the cable. As shown in Fig. 6, 
the male portion of the connector comprises an outer 
cylindrical electrically conducting member 55 having a 
shoulder ‘56 formed midway on the outer surface thereof. 
About one~half of the cylindrical member 55 is adapted 
to be securely fitted into the cavity 16 of the sleeve 15 
to the extent permitted by the shoulder 56. The remain 
ing portion of the cylindrical member 55 extends be 
yond the sleeve 15 and has a peripheral groove 57 and 
a tapered portion 58 to facilitate insertion in the portion 
of the connector attached to the cable 4. A pin 59 cen 
trally located within the cylindrical member 55, extends 
longitudinally thereof and protrudes beyond the ends 
thereof. The pin S9 is electrically insulated from the 
cylindrical member 55 by insulating material 6i) extend 
ing internally for the length of the cylindrical member 
55. The female portion of the connector comprises a 
cylindrical electrically conducting member 61 which is 
tapered externally for a portion of its length adjacent one 
end thereof as at 65. The cylindrical member 61 has 
an internal passage 62 which extends longitudinally for 
a distance approximately equivalent to the tapered ex 
ternal surface portion and is coextensive with a passage 
63 of greater diameter than the passage 62 to provide a 
receptacle to receive the male portion of the connector. 
The cylindrical member 6l is of substantial thickness and 
has an internal circumferential recess 64 adjacent the end 
opposite the tapered portion for the seating of a single 
loop or coil 66 of resilient material for a purpose to be 
hereinafter described. Additionally, the passage 63 has 
a slightly beveled inner edge 71 to facilitate joining the 
two parts of the connector. A part of the passage 63 
adjacent the passage 62 has arranged therein an electri 
cal insulating member 67 having a central longitudinal 
passage 68 in which is located an electrical conducting 
member 69 having a longitudinal recess 70 extending a 
substantial part of the length of member 69. The remain 
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6 
ing portion of the passage 63 is intended to receive the. 
male portion of the connector. An electrical insulating 
rubber sleeve 72 extends from the tapered end of the 
member 61 and envelopes the cable 4 where it enters 
the connector. The sleeve 72 is secured at one end inside 
the tapered end of member 61 in any suitable manner. 
The sensing element in the probe end is connected by 
conductors 32 and 33 to pin 59 and member 55, respec 
tively, of the male part of the connector. To connect 
the probe to the indicating instrument 5 through cable 4, 
the two parts of the connector shown in Fig. 7 are joined 
as shown in Fig. 6 whereupon the pin 59 is received in 
the recess 76 and the resilient loop 66 snaps into the 
groove 57 providing a good connection between the parts 
of the connector yet one that lends itself to being simply 
land quickly detached. The electrical circuit to the indi 
cating instrument 5 is completed by conductors 53 and 
54, arranged in insulating relation in cable 4, connected 
respectively to conducting members 69 and 61. 

ln Fig. 5 there is shown a modified form of the inven 
tion which is particularly adapted for taking surface tem 
peratures by contact with the particular surface. In this 
modification a probe 1 similar in structure to that shown 
in Fig. 2 is mounted for reciprocating motion in an open 
ing 72 in the indicating instrument case 6. The terminal 
structure in this modification is similar to that shown in 
Fig. 6 with the exceptions that the peripheral groove 57 
and the tapered portion S8 are omitted and an additional 
shoulder 74 is added in a position on the member 55 
to retain the probe in position in the opening 72, yet 
permits the pin 59 to extend beyond the shoulder 74. 
The opening in the case 6 is of slightly larger diameter 
than the greatest probe diameter and has an internal 
shoulder 75 adjacent the inner part of the opening 72 
communicating with the interior of the case 6 which 
engages the shoulder 74 on the probe to retain it in 
position in the opening 72 against the force of the spring 
or other resilient means '76. A contact arm 77 is located 
internally of the case 6 in a position to permit contact 
with the pin S9 when the probe 1 is forced inwardly 
against the action of the spring 76 to connect the probe 
to the indicating instrument 5 through conductors 78 
and 79. The arm 77 is secured internally to the case 
6 in any suitable manner. The spring 76 is of such resil 
iency as to permit the weight of the indicating instrument 
portion 5 of the device to compress the spring 76 thus 
completing a circuit through contact arm 77 and pin 59 
when the end of the probe 1 containing the thermal 
sink 2t) is in contact with a surface, the temperature of 
which is desired. 

in Fig. 8 there is shown a modified housing or case 80 
for the recording portion of the device which may be 
used in a pocket-type structure. The probe matching re 
sistors may, in this pocket-type arrangement, be mounted 
externally in a plug-in fashion as shown in Figs. 8 and 9 
so the probe matching resistor corresponding to a par 
ticular probe and temperature range may be quickly con 
nected on the case S0, or the probe matching resistor 
may be mounted internally and the case 80 modified as 
shown in Figs. 12, 13 and 14 so that by rotating the end 
cap 81, the proper matching resistor corresponding to a 
particular probe and temperature range may be selected. 
The modification wherein the probe matching resistor is 
mounted externally on the housing for the recording por 
tion comprises a tubular member S2 shown here of metal 
but which may be made of any suitable material, provided 
with internal threads 83 at one end thereof. Arranged in 
ternally adjacent the opposite end of the tubular member 
82 is a cylindrical well divided into two longitudinally 
aligned portions 85 and S6. The well is formed integrally 
with the internal wall of the tubular member 82 so that 
a portion of the wall of the well is common with the in 
ternal wall of the member 82. The outside diameter of 
the well is smaller than the internal diameter of the 
tubular member 82 providing a clearance space 84 be 
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tween the exterior wall of the Well and the interior wall 
ef the tubular »member 82 to accommodate Wiring or other 
components of the recorder portion of the device. The 
portion 86, in longitudinally registering relation with the 
portion 85, yserves as a receptacle for a battery 116 and 
has an opening 487 on the innermost end permitting elec 
trical .connection to the battery 116. The portion 85 is 
internally threaded as at 88 so that a set screw 89 may 
be screwed down .onto a contact plate 90 carrying a con 
tact arm 91 providing electrical contact with the battery 
116. The portions 85 and 86 combined are considerably 
less in length than the total ‘length of the tubular mem 
ber 82 and the outermost end .of the portion S5 is in 
registering relation with the corresponding end of the 
tubular member 82. Terminals 92 project through aper~ 
tures -93 of the tubular -member 82 for a purpose to be 
hereinafter described. The terminals 92 are insulated 
from the tubular member 82 by any suitable insulating 
material 94. Another aperture 95 is provided in the 
tubular member 82 to permit mounting a switch 96 
which controls the energizing source to the bridge circuit. 
A meter 97 which may be a 50-0-'50 or a 0?100 micro 
ammeter is mounted in .the end of the tubular member 
82 which is provided With internal threads 83 by means 
of an externally threaded locking ring 98 engaging threads 
83. Each .division to right and left of Zero adds and sub 
tracts, respectively, from the bridge balancing temper 
ature. The end of the tubular member 82 opposite the 
internally threaded end Yis provided with an external cir 
cumferential shoulder 99 for frictionally engaging an 
end cap 100. The cable 4 from the probe 1 passes 
through an insulating sleeve 101 in the end cap 100 into 
the interior of the housing 80. A member 102 of insu 
lating material having a cavity 103 and terminal contacting 
members 1.04 mutually spaced, is detachably mounted by 
means of terminals 92 externally of the housing 80 and 
extends longitudinally .for a substantial length of the hous 
ing 80. The matching resistor housing member 102 con 
tains resistors 105 and 106 which are equivalent in value 
tothe matching resistor R3 in the bridge circuit shown 
in Fig. 4. In the embodiment shown in Figs. 8 and 9, 
Whenever it is desired to change probes to cover various 
temperature ranges, the corresponding matching resistance 
may be inserted in _the bridge circuit for the Rs arm by 
merely .connecting a member 102 containing the proper ' 
value of resistance which electrically matches that of 
the probe and its connecting cable. In Vthis -Way various 
ranges may be obtained through the use of plug-in type 
probe lresistance matching units or members 102. ln the 
modification shown in Figs. 8 and 9, the ̀ member 102 is 
mounted on the terminals l92 in such fashion that end 
portion 107 containing the temperature value 108 at 
which the bridge is balanced is in the same horizontal 
plane as the -face of the .meter 97 and the indicia on the 
end 107 indicates the Vtemperature at which the bridge is 
balanced or zero position of the meter. A clip 109 is 
suitably fastened to the exterior of the housing 82 approx 
imately diametrically opposite the probe matching re 
sistor housing 102 .to .permit Wearing the device on cloth 
ing. Resistors R1 and R2, lthe remaining arms of the 
bridge and the necessary wiring are arranged in the in 
terior of `the housing :80. While the resistors 105 and 
1,06 ¿are shown connected in parallel, it is to be under 
stood that other ,connections may be used depending on 
the components and value desired, and instead of being 
contained inthe cavity 103 maybe potted or molded into 
the insulating material 192. 

lInstead of mounting the probe matching resistors exter 
nally .of the housing 80, the modiñcations in Figs. 12, 13 
and y14 `shov»I a possible arrangement for mounting such 
resistors internally _and ,by rotating the end cap Si, thus 
aligning :the arrow 110 with a particular .reference mark 
11,1 ,cor-¿responding to a predetermined value of probe 
matching resistor. A possible arrangement of the .inter 
n_ally ,mounted _resistors .is shown -in lFigs. 13 and 14. An 
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8 
upstanding hollow member 112 having'a contact arm 
113 integrally termed therewith and at right angles to 
member 112 is attached internally to the center of the end 
cap ,81. Probe kcable ¿l is connected to the circuit compo» 
nents internally of the housing by passing through the 
hollow portion of member 112. An insulating bracket 
114, to which contact members 115 are attached in any 
convenient manner, is secured internally of the housing 
8,0 in a position such that contact arm 113 when rotated 
by turning end cap Si may make contact successively With 
at least one of the contact members 115. Since the'con 
tact members 115 are individually connected. to probe 
matching resistor .elements ot predetermined value, rota 
tion of the contact arm 113 permits selection of the cor 
rect matching resistance Whenever a change of probes, 
to cover a neur range of temperatures, is desired. The 
end cap ,ël i the embodiment shown in Figs. 12, 13 and 
14 is frictionally secured to the housing 80 and is free to 
rotate. 

In view of the fact .that the probe containing the sensing 
element is connected to the indicating instrument by 
means of a cable, the eil’ect of which in the circuit may 
be compensated by a variable series resistor, it is also 
possible with the instant invention to take temperatures 
and record them at a remote point on a single large size 
meter or by recording apparatus such as a continuously 
recording galvanometer. lt is evident that with such a 
device, for example, a nurse may record at a central point 
temperatures of patients located in distant rooms. 
0f particular signiñcance in the instant device are the 

material and method used for mounting the “Thermistor~” 
The inherent sensitivity of the “Thermistor” remains the 
same, but the time ot response to .changes in temperature 
is seriously affected by mass and thermal conductivity 
of the mounting material. 
A preferred form of the probe of the instant invention 

incorporating a mounting combining high thermal con 
ductivity ‘ ith critical mass for a “Thermistor” having the 
required characteristics for use in clinical thermometers 
includes a sleeve .of the thermal setting plastic “Kel-F” 
previously described, which is unañected :by immersion 
in sterilizing solutions. The probe 15 is four inches long 
having an outside diameter of 0.2 inch at the large end 
and tapering to 0.125 inch diameter at .the small end with 
a wall thickness of about 0.05 inch. The thermal sink 
2_0 which is screwed in the small end of the sleeve 15 has 
a plano-convex Iportion 23 which is 0.125 inch in diam 
eter and .0.01 inch thick at .the center. The cylindrical 
portion integral with the plano side is 0.075 inch long >and 
has a AWall thickness of 0.0185 inch. The well 26 is 
0.059 inch >in diameter and when the “Thermistor” is 
mounted therein .the `thermal insulating space 27 is about 
.0085 inch. The thermal insulating space 30 is about 
0.0092 inch. An increase in thickness or mass of the 
plano-concave portieri 2d of the thermal sink 20 seriously 
affects the sensitivity _or time response of the instrument 
and the dimensions or” the thermal 'sink 20 must be held 
to very close tolerance, plus or minus 0.0001 inch. For 
each .increase .of 0.0001 inch in the thickness of the plano 
concave portion 24, a decrease of 1 second in sensitivity 
results. 

While particular embodiments of the invention have 
been described and illustrated, it'vvill be understood that 
it is intended and desired to embrace within the scope of 
the invention such modiíications and changes as may be 
necessary or desirable to adapt the invention to varying 
conditions and uses, as defined in the appended claims. 
Having thus described our invention, what We claim as 

new and wish to secure -by Letters Patent is: 
l. A probe for temperature measuring apparatus conr 

prising, in combination, a tubular member, thermal con 
ductor .means mounted in an end of said tubular member 
including .a closure portion vfor sealing the end of said 
tubular member and an inwardly extending cylinder inte 
grally formed-With said closure portion and coaxial With 
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said tubular member, said cylinder comprising first and 
second annular sections, said first annular section being 
of lesser outside diameter than the inside diameter of said 
tubular member and joined to the inner face of said clo 
sure portion, said second annular section having an out 
side diameter equal to the inside diameter of said tubular 
member and joined to the inner end of said first annular 
section in axial alignment therewith, said second annular 
section engaging the inside wall of said tubular member 
in sealing relation therewith defining a thermal insulating 
space between the outer ̀ wall of said first annular section 
and the inside wall of said tubular member, said annular 
sections and said closure portion forming a well, thermal 
sensing means comprising a mixture of metallic oxides 
wholly contained within said well and contacting the 
inner surface of said closure portion, said thermal sensing 
means being mutually spaced from said cylinder wall, 
connecting means carried in the end of said tubular mem 
ber remote from said sealed end for connecting said sens 
ing means to an external indicator, conductor means 
within said tubular member connecting said thermal 
sensing means to said connecting means. 

2. A probe for temperature measuring apparatus com 
prising, in combination, a tubular member, thermal con 
ductor means mounted in an end of said tubular member 
including a plano-convex closure portion for sealing the 
end of said tubular member and an inwardly extending 
cylinder integrally formed with the plano surface of said 
closure portion and coaxial with said tubular member, 
said cylinder comprising first and second annular sections, 
said first annular section being of lesser outside diameter 
than the inside diameter of said tubular member and 
joined to the inner face of said closure portion, said 
second annular section having an outside diameter equal 
to the inside diameter of said tubular member and joined 
to the inner end of said first annular section in axial 
alignment therewith, said second annular section engaging 
the inside wall of said tubular member in sealing relation 
therewith defining a thermal insulating space between the 
outer wall of said first annular section and the inside wall 
of said tubular member, said annular sections and said 
closure portion forming a well, thermal sensing means 
comprising a mixture of metallic oxides wholly contained 
within said well and contacting the plano surface of said 
plano-convex closure portion, said thermal sensing means 
being mutually spaced from said cylinder wall, connect 
ing means carried in the end of said tubular member 
remote from said sealed end for connecting said sensing 
means to an external indicator, conductor means within 
said tubular member connecting said thermal sensing 
means to said connecting means. 

3. A probe for tempei'ature measuring apparatus com 
prising an elongated member having an axial passage 
therethrough, thermal conductor means including a closure 
member sealing one end of said axial passage and an 
upstanding portion extending inwardly lengthwise of said 
axial passage, said closure member and said upstanding 
portion forming a well communicating with said axial 
passage, said upstanding portion including a first section 
of lesser outside dimension than said axial passage and 
joined to said closure member, a second section joined 
to and axially aligned with said ñrst section and having 
an outside dimension equal fo the inside dimension of' 
said axial passage and engaging the wall of said axial pas 
sage in sealing relation therewith to define a thermal 
insulating space between said first section and the wall 
of said axial passage, thermally responsive sensing means 
Wholly contained within said well and having a surface 
thereof contacting said closure member, and means car 
ried in the end of said elongated member remote from 
said sealed end for connecting said sensing means to an 
external indicator. 
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4. A probe as defined in claim 3 wherein said con 

necting means comprises first and second portions, said 
first portion having a longitudinal bore and a circum 
ferential collar formed on its external surface, said first 
portion projecting into the central passage of said elon 
gated member to the extent permitted by said collar, the 
external surface of said first portion projecting beyond 
said elongated member having threads thereon, a first' elec 
trically conducting rod member arranged concentrically 
within the bore of said first portion and insulatingly sepa 
rated therefrom, a cavity in the protruding end of said first 
rod member, said second portion including an internally 
threaded ferrule arranged for rotating and longitudinal 
movement about a member located within said ferrule 
having an external shoulder adjacent one end thereof and 
stop means mutually spaced from said shoulder, said fer 
rule extending beyond the end of said member said stop 
means and said shoulder cooperating to limit the longitu 
dinal travel of said ferrule, a second electrically conduct' 
ing rod member concentrically arranged within said mem 
ber and insulatingly spaced therefrom, an end of said 
second rod member projecting beyond the corresponding 
end of said member whereby when said threaded portions 
of said first portion and said ferrule are engaged said 
second rod member is forced into said cavity on said first 
rod member and completes a connection between said first 
and second portions. 

5. A probe as defined in claim 3 wherein said connect 
ing means comprises first and second portions, said first 
portion including a first tubular member having a collar 
formed midway on its external surface to limit the extent 
of insertion of said first tubular member in said central 
longitudinal passage, a circumferential groove on a por 
tion of the external surface of said first tubular member 
projecting beyond said longitudinal passage, an electrically 
conducting rod member arranged concentrically within 
said first tubular member and insulatingly separated there 
from, said rod member protruding beyond the ends of 
said first tubular member, said second portion including a 
socket member, a circumferential recess located interiorly 
of said socket adjacent the open end of said socket, a ter 
minal member arranged concentrically within said socket 
member, insulating means separating said terminal and 
socket members, said socket and insulating means occupy 
ing a portion of the volume of said socket below said 
circumferential recess and adjacent the closed end of said 
socket, resilient means arranged in said circumferential 
recess, a cavity located at one end of said terminal mem 
ber and having its longitudinal axis parallel to the lon 
gitudinal axis of said terminal member for reception of 
said rod member when said first and second portions are 
joined and said resilient member seats in said circum 
ferential groove completing electric contact between said 
first tubular member and said socket member. 
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